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On behalf of all the members of the United States Communications
Intelligency Board I take pleasure in extending a cordial welcome to Mr.

D

and to all the members of the United Kingdom Delegation to this

Conference.

In doing so, I wish to convey the regrets expressed b,y

Mr. Dnlles, the Chairman of USCIB, at being unable to attend this meeting,
to extend the welcome himself on behalf of the Board.
This is the S!!JCond time that we have gathered together to deal with
a problem, or rather a series of problems, presenting a most unusual aspect
for us as specialists in the COMIIT field.

Our basic interest in that

field, as is that of all the members of the London Signal Intelligence
Board with wham we collaborate so closely, is to foster and to cultivate
the gardens from which come products of great value for intelligence
purposes.

And yet this conference, like the previous one held ILn 1951

on the same subject, has as ita ultimate aim and effect that of making
sane of those gardens arid and completely unproductive to everybody,
including you and us.

The least harm that this conflict in ou:tlook and

aim is apt to bring to the members of the US team is that it may be a cause

for or bring about a certain amount of confusion in thinking processes;

